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1!

INTRODUCTION

1.1!

Instructions and purpose

1! This proceeding has been brought against the owner of the land, Eva Bedelis
of 8 Yvonne Street, Wheelers Hill (subject site), by beneficiaries of Covenant
Number A133970 that applies to the subject site.
2! The plaintiffs claim, in a Writ lodged by Best Hooper Solicitors dated 10 June
2015, that the construction of a dwelling on the subject site is in breach of
the covenant, given that it is alleged to be more than one storey in height and
does not have walls of brick or stone.
3! I have been instructed by Bedelis Lawyers to provide an expert opinion to be
used in support of the owner’s:
a)! Defence of the Writ from Best Hooper in matter S Cl 2015 02973 dated
10 June 2015 (Writ); and
b)! Planned application to modify the Covenant pursuant to Section 84(1) of
the Property Law Act 1958 to expressly permit the construction of the
present dwelling.
4! More particularly, I have been asked for my opinion, on the following
questions:

a)! “What you believe the purpose of the Covenant to be;
b)! Having regard to this purpose, whether the Previous Dwelling and the
Present Dwelling are similar in form and materials;
c)! Whether there will be substantial injury to the beneficiaries of the
covenant if the covenant is expressly modified to allow the dwelling
under construction, including:
i)!

Impact on views;

ii)!

Whether there will be any impact on neighbourhood character;
(a)! if the present dwelling is constructed using brick veneer
rather than double brick; or
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(b)! if the subfloor area is used for parking and other nonhabitable rooms such as a lift well, cellar, storage and
workshop;
iii)!

Whether the modification of the Covenant to expressly allow
the construction of the Present Dwelling would likely create a
precedent having regard to the existing and potential built
form and materials of other buildings in the neighbourhood;
and

d)! Some brief observations on the ostensible degree of compliance with
other restrictive covenants throughout the neighbourhood”.

5!

In the preparation of this report I have had regard to the report prepared by
Easton Consulting titled ‘Planning Report – Covenant Modification / Removal’
(Easton Report), and the results of his title searches.

6!

An Expert Witness Statement and Curriculum Vitae is included at Attachment
1 and Attachment 2 of this report, respectively.
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2! THE RESTRICTIVE COVENANT
2.1! Context
7!

The subject site, being Lot 46 on Plan of Subdivision 026647, is subject to a
restrictive covenant described in Instrument Number A133970 dated 28
March 1956. Refer Figure 1.

8!

The covenant, states that the proprietor of the land, inter alia:

…..will not erect or cause to be erected on the said land hereby transferred
any dwelling other than one having walls of brick or stone and such house
not to be more than one storey in height and all outbuildings to be of similar
construction…...
9!

As outlined in the Easton Report, the parent title was Volume 7964 Folio 012
and related to all land contained in LP26647 and LP26845 (Refer p. 6 and
Appendix p.19 of the Easton Report).

10!

The transfers from the parent title are set out in the table on page 6 and 7 of
the Easton Report, and his report states that there are a total of 37
beneficiaries of the covenant on the subject land.

11!

The parent title and beneficiaries are shown in Figure 1.

12!

The Easton Report also describes other similar restrictive covenants that
exist on lots contained within the original parent title. (Figure 2)

13!

Figure 3 details the plaintiffs in this matter.

14!

A review of these covenants on lots shown in the surrounding neighbourhood
shows that:
•! Of the 50 lots that have covenants, all specify that construction
material must be of brick and/or stone construction.
•! Of these, 29 also specify that brick veneer may be used in
construction.
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•! The dwellings along View Mount Road affected by covenants did not
have a single storey restriction. All other covenants within the parent
title did, with the exception of 3 Mackintosh Road.
•! The covenants that relate to 1 and 2 Eric Court both have covenants
that provide for single storey construction ‘except any garage may be
built under the house…’ . These covenants were created on 5/12/60
and 20/12/62 respectively.
•! There is one covenant within the parent title that specifically allows
for two storey construction, being that which applies to 20 View
Mount Road and states that, “any dwelling house other than one of
up to two storey construction….’.
15!

Figure 2 below shows which lots in the surrounding neighbourhood are
affected by covenants, including those that restrict dwellings to single storey;
and which allow for brick veneer construction.
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2.2! Summary of Opinion
16!

In summary, it is my opinion that:
•! The purpose of the covenant that relates to the subject site was to provide a
level of control over the development of the land in terms of its contribution
to the character and appearance of the immediate neighbourhood; to provide
for view sharing; and to ensure a particular quality of building stock.
•! Having reviewed plans for the previous dwelling that was developed on the
site and the dwelling currently under construction, the dwellings have a very
similar building footprint and building envelope, and are very similar in
construction materials, style, character and imposition on the landscape.
•! A variation of the covenant to allow the construction of the present dwelling
would not have a substantial injury to the beneficiaries of the covenant.
•! The modification of the covenant to allow the construction of the present
dwelling may create a precedent for a variation to other single storey
covenants to allow for non-habitable areas beneath a dwelling, or to allow
for brick veneer construction. However, it is not likely to create a precedent
for other variations to covenants that would impact on the character or
appearance of dwellings in the neighbourhood; allow for double storey
dwellings that may impact on view sharing; or allow for the introduction of
other building materials to the area.
•! There are many examples of dwellings with a single storey covenant that
have an undercroft garage or other area sited below the main dwelling, in a
similar form as the former dwelling on the site and the dwelling currently
under construction.

'
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3! BACKGROUND
17!

The brief by Bedelis Lawyers outlines the following background.

18!

When the current owner purchased the property in 2013, the subject site was
developed with a dwelling as shown in the architectural plans prepared by
Peter M Kelly dated 25 November 1989, being Plans 01A, 02A, 03A, 04A, 05A,
06A, 07A, 08A, 09, 10, 11, and 12. (Attachment 3)

19!

An application for the construction of a new dwelling was made with building
surveyor, Teckon Group Pty Ltd, on or about the 16 April 2014 in accordance
with plans prepared by Bellemore Homes.

20!

Building Permit No. BSU-16991/20140267/0 was issued by Teckon Group Pty
Ltd on 13 June 2014. An amended set of plans were endorsed, on 5 August
2014 under this permit being Ref Number 1307-504, WD01 – WD26, dated
11.07.2014, Revision D (Attachment 4).

21!

The former dwelling was demolished on or about August 2014.

22!

Construction of the new dwelling commenced on or about August 2014 and
the roof structure was erected on or about 14 April 2015.

23!

The Writ prepared by Best Hooper Lawyers, dated 10 June 2015 on behalf of
the plaintiffs, alleges that the plaintiffs requested the defendant to cease all
works on 27 April 2015, on the basis that they considered the dwelling was in
breach of the covenant.

24!

The Writ now seeks a permanent injunction restraining the defendant and
her servants and agents from erecting a dwelling on the property that is
more than one storey in height, and/or which does not have walls of brick or
stone. They also seek the demolition of the dwelling currently under
construction.
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4   THE SUBJECT SITE – CONTEXT
4.1   The Subject Site
25  

The subject site is located at 8 Yvonne Court, Wheelers Hill (Figure 1 and
Figure 4). It is a regular, rectangular parcel of land that has a frontage to
Yvonne Court of 23.77 metres, depth of 48.77 metres and an overall site area
of 1,159 square metres.

26  

The site has historically been developed with a single detached dwelling. A
new single detached dwelling is currently under construction. (Figure 5,
Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8)

27  

There is a single driveway access from Yvonne Court at the north/east corner
of the property and the dwelling is setback approximately 11.8 metres from
the street.

28  

There is a fall of approximately 2.4 metres from the rear of the site (south)
towards Yvonne Court (north) and also a fall of approximately 2 metres
across the site from the west to the east. This cross fall has an inherent
implication on the form of any dwelling built on the site.

4.2   The surrounding neighbourhood
29  

The subject site is located within the residential suburb of Wheelers Hill,
approximately 20.5 kilometres east of central Melbourne. (Figure 4).

30  

Yvonne Court is one of several courts that extend east from View Mount
Road, between Ferntree Gully Road to the south and Waverley Road to the
north.

31  

The area is residential in nature and is characterised by predominately
detached housing on lots generally larger than 500 square metres. (Figure 9
- photographs)

32  

The neighbourhood character of Monash’s residential areas is described in
Monash Council’s Urban Character Study 1997 and the Monash Planning
Scheme at Clause 21.04 Residential Development and Clause 22.01
Residential Development and Character Policy.
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33!

These provisions identify five residential character types throughout the
municipality. The subject site is identified in ‘Residential Character Type
“E”- Character derived from Post 1955 development sloping topography to
Dandenong Creek and a curvilinear subdivision pattern’.

34!

The ‘Current Character Statement’ for Area E, as described in the Planning
Scheme (Clause 22.01) is as follows:

This area is characterised by a variety of building types. Most are one
and two storey 1970’s and 1980’s brick veneer single and double fronted
villas. A range of brick colours are used but the palette is often
consistent within neighbourhoods. The roofs are varied but in most areas
have low pitched hip forms.
New buildings constructed post 1985 are often extremely large, up to 3
storeys high and eclectic in architectural style. Generally, the smaller
buildings are on the lower slopes of the valley-side, the flatter land of
the valley floor and plateau tops.
The interaction of the buildings with the topography creates a variety of
levels in the steepest neighbourhoods and a need for retaining walls to
the front of some properties.
Few properties have walls or fences. Some however have large
prominent walls combined with metal railings.
Gardens are well planted and horticulturally diverse. Large stand-alone
trees are common in front gardens, especially on the steeper slopes.
Rockeries delineate the edges of some gardens.
This Character Type has a large proportion of open space and a close
relationship to the semi-natural landscape of the Dandenong Creek
valley.
35!

Elements that contribute to this character are listed as follows:
•!

Sloping topography towards Dandenong Creek.

•!

Curvilinear subdivision pattern.

•!

Varied building style, scale and architectural quality.

•!

Consistent building setback.
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•!

Well maintained, well-planted but open front gardens integrated with
the street landscape.

•!

Underground services in some neighbourhoods.

•!

Concrete footpaths.

•!

Nature strips 2-3 metres wide.

•!

Insitu concrete kerb and channel.

•!

Parking on the street and driveways.

36!

I am aware that Planisphere (consultant planners), is undertaking a
Neighbourhood Character Review for the City of Monash. The ‘Consultation
Draft’ is dated February 2015.

37!

This revised neighbourhood character statement within the Planisphere draft
report also recognises the key neighbourhood character elements of the
curvilinear subdivision layout, hilly topography, well vegetated gardens and
mixed architectural styles, with predominately detached buildings from the
1970’s through to the 1990’s, and contemporary infill.
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Figure 5 Aerial Photo of Site and Surrounds, nearmap
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Figure 6 Aerial Photo, dated 3 August 2014 showing the former house on site, nearmap
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Figure 7 Aerial Photo, dated 26 May 2015, showing house under construction, nearmap
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Figure 8 The dwelling under construction and the interface with 2 Annetta Court

1 : Yvonne Court Frontage

2: Rear eastern boundary
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3: View to south east corner and dwelling at 2 Annetta Court

4: View to the interface with 2 Annetta Court
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5: Rear of new dwelling, adjacent to 2 Annetta Court
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6: The garage and utility spaces under the dwelling
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Figure 9 Photos of dwellings in the neighbourhood which have a single storey covenant as well
as an undercroft area beneath the dwelling. Source nearmap

1.! Former dwelling at 8 Yvonne Court

2.! 2 Yvonne Court
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3.! 1 Annetta Court

4.! 6 Annetta Court
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5.! 8 Annetta Court

6.! 3 Henly Drive
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7.! 4 Henly Drive

8.! 878 Waverley Road
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5! STATUTORY FRAMEWORK
5.1! Basis of Approval
38!

At the time of the issue of the building permit, on 13 June 2014, the new
Residential Zones were introduced to the Monash Planning Scheme
(Amendment C119 Monash Planning Scheme, approved 13/06/14). This
rezoned the subject site from the Residential 1 Zone to the General
Residential Zone, Schedule 2 (GRZ2) pursuant to Clause 32.08 of the Monash
Planning Scheme.

39!

Pursuant to the GRZ2 no planning permit was required for either the
demolition of the existing dwelling or the construction of a new dwelling,
given that the site was greater than 500 square metres.

40!

A building permit was the only approval required for the construction of the
new dwelling and the provisions of the Building Act 1993, Building
Regulations 2006 and the Building Code of Australia (BCA) applied.

41!

Part 1.3 of the BCA sets out the classifications of buildings.

42!

Class 1a –relates to a single dwelling being:

43!

(i)!

a detached house; or

(ii)!

one of a group of two or more attached dwellings, each being a
building, separated by a fire-resisting wall, including a row house,
terrace house, town house or villa unit.

Class 10 relates to a non-habitable building or structure being:

(a)! Class 10a – a non-habitable building being a private garage, carport,
shed, or the like.
(b)! ……
44!

The building permit was issued for a building class 1ai, new building,
detached house and for building class 10a, new building, garage.
(Attachment 4).

45!

Section A1.1 of the BCA Volume 1, provides definitions.
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46!

The definition of a ‘storey’ is as follows:

“Storey means a space within a building which is situated between one floor
level and the floor level next above, or if there is no floor above, the ceiling or
roof above, but not(a)! A space that contains only –
(i)! A lift shaft, stairway or meter room; or
(ii)! A bathroom, shower room, laundry, water closet, or other sanitary
compartment; or
(iii)!Accommodation intended for not more than 3 vehicles; or
(iv)! A combination of the above; or
(b)! A mezzanine.

5.2! Property Law Act 1958
47!

The relevant legislation applicable to an application to remove or modify a
restrictive covenant is set out in Section Section 84 of the Property Law Act
1958.

48!

Section 84(1) provides that the Court may, by order, wholly or partially
discharge or modify a covenant if it is satisfied:

a)! That by reason of changes in the character of the property or the
neighbourhood or other circumstances of the case which the Court
deems material the restriction ought to be deemed obsolete or that the
continued existence thereof would impede the reasonable user of the
land without securing practical benefits to other persons or (as the case
may be) would unless modified so impede such user; or
b)! That the persons of full age and capacity for the time being or from time
to time entitled to the benefit of the restriction whether in respect of
estates in fee-simple or any lesser estates or interests in the property
to which the benefit of the restriction is annexed have agreed either
expressly or by implication by their acts or omissions to the same being
discharged or modified; or
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c)! That the proposed discharge or modification will not substantially injure
the persons entitled to the benefit of the restriction.
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6! OPINION
49!

My brief by Bedelis Lawyers has requested my expert opinion on the
following questions.

6.1! The purpose of the Covenant
50!

The covenant applying to 8 Yvonne Court provides that the proprietor, his
heirs, executors administrators and transferees:

…..will not erect or cause to be erected on the said land hereby transferred
any dwelling other than one having walls of brick or stone and such house
not to be more than one storey in height and all outbuildings to be of
similar construction…...
51!

Covenants such as these were traditionally used to provide a level of control
over the development of land, in terms of neighbourhood character and also
the quality of building stock.

52!

The beneficiaries to the covenant gain protection or a benefit from the
restriction that the covenant provides.

53!

Historically these covenants were applied to land prior to the introduction of
more contemporary planning controls, namely Planning Schemes and
permits that are now the primary tool to control land use and development.

54!

The reference to walls of brick or stone construction, would have been used
to create a consistency in character and appearance in building stock in the
neighbourhood and also to provide a certain quality and value of housing.

55!

At the time the covenant was applied, brick or stone would have been
considered superior with implied value of more ‘substantial’ construction, to
other building materials, such as weatherboard.

56!

I also consider that the reference to materials was principally directed at the
nature of the facing material and not a requirement of the structure.

57!

The covenant, as it applies to materials, is appropriately interpreted in the
context of the methods of construction when the covenant was drafted.
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58!

By 1956 brick veneer had almost replaced double brick construction in
Victoria, having been recognised as a standard building method of house
construction as early as 19281.

59!

I consider that the restriction on number of storeys as outlined in the
covenant, would have also have been applied to control the neighbourhood
character, and to control amenity impacts on surrounding land, in particular
given the topography of the area, to promote and enable view sharing.

60!

The site and surrounding land is located on the upper slopes of Wheelers
Hill, offering panoramic views of the Dandenongs to the east. The covenants
would have had the effect of protecting views of those properties on the
higher part of the hill.

61!

From the Easton report I am aware that the majority of houses in the parent
title, and in the area that I define as the subject site’s ‘neighbourhood’ were
affected by a covenant (Refer Section 1.2 of my report and Figure 2).

62!

The covenants that applied to those properties on the east side of View
Mount Road, that is the highest land, did not restrict dwellings to single
storey, and the covenant on the property at 20 View Mount Road expressly
allowed ‘of up to two storey construction’.

63!

Almost all other covenants within the neighbourhood (with the exception of 3
Macintosh Road) limited dwellings to single storey. This suggests that the
restriction on single storey dwellings sought to promote an equitable sharing
of development opportunities, including of views from Wheelers Hill to the
east.

64!

I note however, that the beneficiaries to the covenant that affects the subject
site, include lots fronting Mackintosh Road, Henley Drive and Annetta Court
to the south and 2 and 4 View Mount Road to the north. A dwelling
constructed on the subject site would not have any impact on views from
these properties, and therefore I consider that the restriction to single storey
to the benefit of these properties, was also to contribute to the
neighbourhood character.

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

'

1 1

‘The History and Design of the Australian House’, Robert Irving O.U.P, Melbourne 1985.

'
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65!

Furthermore, the views from some properties most affected by development
on the subject site, namely 9 Yvonne Court immediately to the west, and also
at 6 and 8 View Mount Road to the west, are not beneficiaries to the covenant
that applies to the subject site.

66!

On this basis, I consider that the single storey aspect of the covenant, like the
restriction on building material, was also to control the neighbourhood
character more generally, and was not just limited to controlling views.

6.2! Whether the Previous and Present Dwelling are similar in
form and materials.
67!

I have been provided with plans of the previous dwelling that was developed
on the site, being plans showing alterations and additions to the existing
dwelling dated 25 November 1989, prepared by Peter M Kelly Architect.
These are included at Attachment 3.

68!

An aerial photo of the previous dwelling is also included at Figure 6 and a
photo from the street is included at Figure 9.

69!

The ‘Existing Basement Plan’ provide for an existing house that comprised a
garage and workshop accessed from street level and partially cut into the
land further to the rear (south).

70!

The ‘Existing Ground Plan’ shows steps from the street leading up to the
habitable rooms of the dwelling, comprising two bedrooms, bathroom,
kitchen, sitting, family room and laundry. A terrace / balcony was sited along
the northern part of the dwelling, oriented to Yvonne Court, and steps lead
down the rear garden.

71!

The plans provide for alterations and additions to the dwelling, including a
reconfigured layout of the existing dwelling and an addition to the rear.

72!

The addition provided for three additional bedrooms and a bathroom.

73!

The workshop at the lower level was also re-configured to provide internal
stairs leading up to the dwelling above, and a new entry and storage area.

74!

The plans specify that the extension was of brick veneer construction, with
brickwork and roof tiles to match existing.
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75!

Overall, all habitable rooms within the dwelling were on a single level,
partially built above the garage and store, responding to the land’s
topography.

76!

I have also been provided with the plans of the house currently under
construction, as prepared by Bellemore Homes. These are included at
Attachment 4.

77!

An aerial photo of the dwelling under construction is included at Figure 7,
and images of the construction are included at Figure 8.

78!

The Bellemore plans provide for a new dwelling, comprising garage, store,
workshop and cellar at street level and partially cut into the land to the rear
(south).

79!

The habitable rooms of the dwelling above, comprise 5 bedrooms, open plan
lounge, family meals and kitchen area and associated utilises such as
bathrooms and laundry.

80!

Again the dwelling is accessed via steps from the street leading to a centrally
located entrance, and is also accessed via both lift and stairs from the
garage.

81!

The present dwelling, while larger than the previous dwelling, occupies a
similar building footprint and overall building envelope to the previous
dwelling on the site.

82!

All habitable rooms within the dwelling are on a single level, partially built
above the garage, store, workshop and cellar.

83!

Materials specified are brickwork to the walls; selected roof tiling; and
windows to be double glazed with aluminium frames, some with obscure
glazing. Again the roof form is a pitched roof, albeit in a slightly different
form than the previous dwelling.

84!

The Easton report notes that the comparative heights of the ‘previous’ and
‘present’ dwellings reveal that the main floor level of the present dwelling is
approximately 0.12 metres (RL148.1 AHD) above the previous dwelling
(147.99). The maximum ridge height of the present dwelling is 0.3 metres
(154.0 AHD) higher than the previous dwelling (153.7 AHD).
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85!

Overall it is my opinion that the previous and present dwelling are similar in
form and materials.

6.3! Substantial injuries arising from a modification
86!

In this question, I have been asked whether there will be substantial injury to
the beneficiaries of the covenant if the covenant is expressly modified to
allow the dwelling under construction, including the following
considerations:

6.3.1! Impact on views.
87!

The topography of the locality is such that the land falls away from View
Mount Road to the east, along the courts and cul-de-sacs. The land also
falls away to the north.

88!

Long distant views of the Dandenong Ranges are available from areas in the
public and private domain, although dwellings and mature vegetation deny
unobstructed views in all directions.

89!

I do not consider there will be any substantial injury to the beneficiaries of
the covenant by way of loss of views, if the covenant is expressly modified to
allow the dwelling under construction.

90!

As noted above, the land most affected by impact on views through the
development of the subject site is the land to the west, being the adjoining
property at 9 Yvonne Court. This land however is not a beneficiary to the
covenant (Figure 3).

91!

Land further to the west at 6 and 8 View Mount Road could also possibly have
an imposition on their views by development of the subject site. However
again, these properties are not beneficiaries of the covenant.

92!

The dwelling at 9 Yvonne Court is a substantial dwelling between the subject
site and these properties on View Mount Road, and therefore this dwelling
would have a greater and more immediate impact on their views.

93!

The only beneficiaries where views might be impacted on by the dwelling
under construction, are at 1 and 2 Annetta Court, to the immediate south of
the subject site. 3 Annetta Court is also a beneficiary, however is sited to the
south-east of the subject site and therefore would not be impacted by
development on the subject site.
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94  

While the primary view aspect is to the east, there are some views available
to the north/east from these properties across the subject site.

95  

I note that both of these properties are developed with single dwellings and
are affected by covenants that also restrict a dwelling to single storey
construction or one storey in height.

96  

Levels undertaken by BR Smith and Associates Surveyors as described in the
Easton Report, note that the top of the roofs of 1 and 2 Annetta Court are
approximately 0.3 metres and 3.3 metres below the ridge of the dwelling
under construction, respectively.

97  

On this basis, these roofs would have been level with and approximately 3
metres below the previous dwelling on site.

98  

That part of the dwelling under construction closest to 1 and 2 Annetta Court
has a wall height of just over 3 metres and has no undercroft structure.

99  

Any single storey dwelling constructed on the subject site would have a
similar height on this part of the site.

100  

Subject to meeting the building regulations, a dwelling could be built closer
to the southern boundary, and partially on the boundary; have the same or
greater walls height close to this boundary; adopt the same extent of walls;
and the same roof profile. The overall height and impact on view would
therefore be the same or similar.

101  

A form of development that provided for no car parking or utility rooms, as
proposed, could have been built on the site in exactly the same manner,
height, layout and location as the dwelling under construction and had the
same impact on views.

102  

As such, the variation of the covenant to allow for the dwelling under
construction would not cause any additional or different impact on views
than would be allowed without the modification, and therefore would not
have any substantial injury in terms of views from these neighbouring
properties.

103  

All other beneficiaries are sited further from the subject site and located to
the south or north of the site, and therefore would not be impacted on views
to the east. On this basis, the construction of the present dwelling would not
have any impact on their views.
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104!

On this basis, having regard to views, I do not consider that there would be a
substantial injury to the beneficiaries of the covenant if the covenant was
expressly modified to allow the dwelling under construction.

6.3.2! Impact on neighbourhood character.
105!

‘Neighbourhood character’ and what area spatially constitutes the
neighbourhood are common and relevant considerations of an application to
remove or modify a covenant.

106!

In particular, Section 84(1)(a) of the Act establishes that one test to
determine if a covenant should be discharged or modified is; ‘by reason of
changes in the character of the property or the neighbourhood…’

107!

In Freilich v Wharton (2013) VSC 533 (‘Freilich’), Bell J applied the following
principles to establish the relevant neighbourhood:
“First, in cases under s84(1), the court does not apply a preconceived
concept of neighbourhood; second, where relevant, the court should have
regard to the concept of neighbourhood which is reflected in the benefits
conferred by the covenant; and third, a broader concept of neighbourhood is
demanded by the evidence in the case.’

108!

Based on these principles, I consider that the relevant neighbourhood in this
proceeding should be described by the area in the parent title, Certificate of
Title Volume 7964 Folio 012.

109!

This is defined by Mackintosh Road to the south; Waverley Road to the north;
View Mount Road to the west and Pleasant View Crescent and the rear of
properties fronting Halcyon Drive to the east. I note that this area includes
all beneficiaries to the covenant. (Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 4).

110!

This area comprises the allotments within the four courts extending off View
Mount Road, that are of a similar size and arrangement.

111!

From my inspection of this neighbourhood, and my description provided at
Section 3.2 of my report, I consider that the prevailing characteristics of the
area is predominately detached dwellings, set within landscaped gardens,
and built in a manner that responds to the undulating topography and
curvilinear subdivision pattern of the area.
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112!

The majority of dwellings are single storey in form, however there are
several two storey dwellings; almost all have at least a face brick finish; and
the majority have a pitched roof form.

113!

Properties typically have a single crossover to the street, often with a carport
or garage built beneath part of the dwelling above or adjacent to the
dwelling.

114!

Established trees, rear and front gardens, often with low or no front fencing,
also contributes to the neighbourhood’s character.

115!

Many dwellings have long distant views to the east, where the land falls away
to the Dandenong Creek and associated parklands and the Ranges beyond.

116!

As described above, I consider that the present dwelling under construction
is similar in character and form to the previous dwelling that was developed
on the site, and I also consider that it is similar in character to much of the
surrounding building stock. Figure 2 highlights the extent of properties with
undercroft garage or storage areas and Figure 9– photos of dwellings in the
neighbourhood with similar building envelopes.

117!

The dwelling under construction adopts the key neighbourhood character
attributes being a detached dwelling; comprises the habitable rooms across
a single level; adopts a setback from the street that is consistent with
neighbouring housing; is to be brick veneer construction and adopts a
pitched roof form. There is no front fence and the front setback allows for
vegetation to present to the street.

118!

As shown in photographs at Figure 9, these characteristics are typical of the
area.

119!

On this basis, I do not consider that if the covenant was expressly modified to
allow the present dwelling, there would be a material impact on the
neighbourhood character.

6.3.3! Creation of a precedent
120!

I have been asked whether the modification of the Covenant to expressly
allow the construction of the present dwelling would likely create a
precedent having regard to the existing and potential built form and
materials of other buildings in the neighbourhood.
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121!

Judgments in relation to modifications of covenants commonly accept that
each application needs to be considered on its individual facts and
circumstances. In the decision of Else-Mitchell J in Re Roseblade; Re
Foenander (1964-5) NSWR 2044 the judge stated:

It is not safe to generalise and each case will have to be determined on its
own merits in light of the evidence and, in particular, whether the evidence
shows that the modification will not substantially injure the persons entitled
to the benefit of the restriction.
122!

Notwithstanding this, if the covenant was modified to expressly allow for the
construction of the present dwelling, I do not consider that it would be likely
to create a precedent for modifications to the covenants in the surrounding
neighbourhood.

123!

This is on the basis that the built form under construction is consistent in
form, scale and materials to the prevailing character of housing in the
neighbourhood.

124!

The dwelling under construction does not seek to introduce ‘alien’ elements
into the neighbourhood, such as metal building materials, nor does it allow
for two or more levels of habitable living spaces.

125!

As stated above, I consider that the form of the dwelling under construction
is consistent with the neighbourhood characteristics that the covenant seeks
to protect.

126!

On this basis, I do not consider that modification of the covenant to expressly
allow for the construction of the present dwelling would create a precedent
in the area.

6.4! Compliance with other comparable restrictive covenants
throughout the neighbourhood.
127!

As outlined in the Easton report, and as shown in Figure 2, the majority of
lots in the neighbourhood are affected by a comparable covenant that
restricts dwellings to a single storey and brick or stone construction.

128!

There are 9 lots that have a single dwelling covenant with similar wording to
that which applies to the subject site, and have a dwelling constructed on site
with a garage positioned in a similar manner to the previous house on the
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subject site and the dwelling under construction. Refer to Figure 2 and
photos at Figure 9.
129!

These are:
•!

2 Yvonne Court

•!

872 Waverley Road

•!

876 Waverley Road

•!

878 Waverley Road

•!

1 Annetta Court

•!

6 Annetta Court

•!

8 Annetta Court

•!

3 Henly Drive.

•!

4 Henley Drive

130!

This either highlights that there is a significant level of non-compliance with
covenants in the area, or alternatively, that a “garage” structure for nonhabitable rooms, with a single level of dwelling above has been previously
accepted as consistent with the intent of these covenants.

131!

All dwellings affected by a covenant that restricts building materials to brick
or stone, appear to have been built from brick. As such, this aspect of the
covenant appears to have remained intact.

132!

I do note however, it is not clear whether dwellings are constructed from
brick, or brick veneer, and I note that some covenants expressly allow for
‘brick or brick veneer’, while others simply refer to ‘brick’.

133!

I have not been able to determine whether each dwelling is constructed in
double brick or brick veneer. Brick veneer is a form of construction, that
instead of another internal layer of brick, is attached to a timber frame. This
is not visually evident from the exterior of the dwelling, and particularly from
the street.

134!

On this basis, I am not able to comment on whether those properties that
have a covenant that does not expressly allow for brick veneer, are in fact
double brick or brick veneer.

135!

Overall, it is evident that a significant number of dwellings have been built
responding to the slope of the land and include structures below the
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habitable spaces above. There appears to be a high level of compliance of
brick construction, however it is not clear as to whether this is brick or brick
veneer.
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7! CONCLUSIONS
136!

In conclusion, it is my opinion that:

•! The purpose of the covenant that relates to the subject site was to provide a
level of control over the development of the land in terms of its contribution
to the character and appearance of the immediate neighbourhood; to provide
for view sharing; and to ensure a particular quality of building stock.
•! Having reviewed plans for the previous dwelling that was developed on the
site and the dwelling currently under construction, the dwellings have a very
similar building footprint and building envelope, and are very similar in
construction materials, style, character and imposition on the landscape.
•! A variation of the covenant to allow the construction of the present dwelling
would not have a substantial injury to the beneficiaries of the covenant.
•! The modification of the covenant to allow the construction of the present
dwelling may create a precedent for a variation to other single storey
covenants to allow for non-habitable areas beneath a dwelling, or to allow
for brick veneer construction. However, it is not likely to create a precedent
for other variations to covenants that would impact on the character or
appearance of dwellings in the neighbourhood; allow for double storey
dwellings that may impact on view sharing; or allow for the introduction of
foreign building materials to the area.
•! There are many examples of dwellings with a single storey covenant that
have an undercroft garage or other area sited below the main dwelling, in a
similar form as the former dwelling on site and the dwelling currently under
construction.

Robert Milner
August 2015
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Expert Witness Statement
The following outlines the information requirements of Form 44A Expert Witness
Code of Conduct.
a.! My name is Robert Milner, Director of 10 Consulting Group located at 3/2
Yarra Street, South Melbourne, 3205, Victoria.
b.! I have read the code and agree to be bound by it.
c.! I have an honours diploma in Town and Country Planning from Liverpool
Polytechnic and I am a Life Fellow of the Planning Institute of Australia and a
Fellow of the Victorian Planning and Environmental Law Association. I have a
broad range of experience in planning and development matters. My
curriculum vitae is attached in full as Attachment 2 of this report.
d.! There are no assumptions upon which this report relies other than those
explicitly stated in the report or as outlined in my letter of instruction dated
16th July 2015. (Attachment 5)
The facts and matters on which my opinions are based are contained within
the briefing material that I was provided, a review of the Monash Planning
Scheme and relevant building legislation and inspections of the subject site
and its immediate neighbourhood.
e.! The reasons for my opinions; any literature or other materials utilised in
support of those opinions, and a summary of each such opinion are detailed in
the body of the evidence.
f.! I have not been briefed to provide evidence on any matters outside of my
expertise;
g.! Annabel Paul has assisted me in the research and drafting of this evidence.
Annabel Paul is a qualified town planner with 15 years of experience in the
planning profession and is a senior consultant with 10 Consulting Group.
h.! I have made all of the enquiries which I believe are desirable and appropriate,
and no matters of significance have, to my knowledge, been withheld from the
Court.

Robert Milner
August 2015
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ROBERT MILNER – DIRECTOR

Qualifications and Positions
•! Director 10 Consulting Group Pty Ltd and The Milner Group Pty Ltd
•! Diploma in Town and Country Planning (First Class Honours) Liverpool Polytechnic
•! Life Fellow Planning Institute of Australia
•! Fellow of the Victoria Planning and Environmental Law Association
•! Former State and National President of the Planning Institute of Australia
•! Member, Planning and Local Government Advisory Council (1994 – 1999)
•! Deputy Chairman, Future Farming Expert Advisory Group (2009)
'

Employment History
2010 – Current

Director 10 Consulting Group Pty Ltd

1999 – 2010

General Manager, Senior Principal and Adjunct Senior
Planning Counsel – Planning, CPG Australia Pty Ltd
(Formerly the Coomes Consulting Group)

1994 – 1999

Director, Rob Milner Planning Pty Ltd and Savage Milner

1991 - 1994

Project Director, Collie Planning and Development Services

1988 – 1991

General Manager, Town Planning, Jones Lang Wootton

1980 - 1988

City Planner, City of Box Hill

1977 – 1980

Planner, Perrott Lyon Mathieson, Architects and Planners

1976 – 1977

Planner, Kirklees Metropolitan Borough Council

Career Overview
Rob Milner is a respected strategic and statutory planner. He is equally competent in
urban and regional practice.
He is recognised as a leader of the planning profession in Victoria. He has had a high
profile career spanning 40 years with extended periods of experience working for local
government and private practice.
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Until 2010 he worked with CPG Australia building that planning team to be one of the
larger and most respected strategic and statutory practices in Victoria. The team was
twice awarded planning consultant of the year in Victoria.
He now directs 10 Consulting Group, as a small boutique consultancy offering the
highest level of advice and service to clients wanting the benefit of Rob’s considerable
experience, knowledge and understanding of planning in Victoria.
He is regularly retained to provide expert evidence to courts, panels and tribunals on
the broadest range of land use and development planning issues. He is usually involved
in 4 or 5 different matters monthly and has a reputation for objectivity, an original style
of evidence and for providing clear and fearless advice. Particular expertise is in
complex and controversial projects, gaming matters, acquisitions and compensation
and restrictive covenants.
He is an acknowledged advocate and negotiator and is regularly engaged in
development approval and rezoning projects where process and relationships need to
be carefully nurtured to ensure a viable and timely outcome.
His ability to communicate effectively among a broad range of stakeholders means that
he is regularly engaged to facilitate workshops, conferences, consultation and other
situations where leadership and engagement of groups is required.
His clients have included many State government agencies (including planning,
community development, justice, roads, growth areas and regional development),
municipalities throughout metropolitan Melbourne and regional Victoria, as well as a
broad range of corporate and other private sector interests.
Robert Milner brings a high level of integrity to his work, choosing to participate on
those projects that accord with his professional opinion.
'

Areas of Expertise and Experience
Strategic studies, policy development and statutory implementation
Rob is widely acknowledged for his capacity to take a strategic perspective to urban and
regional and planning challenges and provide direction and leadership that is
responsive, creative and thoughtful in its strategic intent and detail.
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When combined with his depth of experience with strategic policy based planning
schemes he is powerfully equipped to deliver sound advice on the spectrum of land use
and development planning issues.
His strategic planning skills are ground in work experience at the State, regional, local
and site specific levels dealing with the issues that affect a town or sub region or
examining themes or subjects that span geographical areas.
While working for CPG Australia he lead multi disciplinary planning teams that worked
for clients that included DPCD, Department of Justice, Department of Innovation,
Industry and Regional Development, and many municipal councils in metropolitan
Melbourne and regional Victoria.
In 1994 he lead the planning consultancy that recommended the model for the Victorian
Planning Provisions, the strategic policy driven planning scheme that is now
consistently used throughout Victoria.
In 2009 Robert served as the Deputy Chairman on the Future Farming Expert Advisory
Group reporting to the Minister for Planning. That work addressed a broad range of
issues facing the next three decades of land use and development in regional Victoria.

Expert evidence and advocacy
Rob is regularly called upon to provide expert evidence and reports to clients,
courts, Independent Panels and VCAT. He has acted in this capacity or as an
advocate in over 1,200 cases during his career.
He is often retained to provide the strategic perspective to planning disputes. He
is equally capable in commenting on matters of urban design, and compliance
with planning policy and provisions.
The scope of matters that he has addressed in this capacity is extremely diverse
and includes:
•! Medium density and high rise residential development,
•! Greenfield, master planned communities in growth areas,
•! Waste management, quarries and landfill proposals,
•! Major shopping centres and mixed use developments,
•! Industrial and residential subdivisions,
•! Hotels, motels, restaurants and other leisure facilities
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Retirement villages,
Rail projects,
Coastal developments,
Office and CBD projects
Heritage projects
Compensation and land acquisition matters,
Liquor licence and gaming proposal,
Freeway service centres and petrol stations,
Agribusiness centres.

'
Legislative and planning scheme reviews and amendments
Aside from Rob’s leadership of the consultant planning team that conceived the
model for the Victorian Planning Provisions, he has been associated with many
reviews of municipal planning schemes and amendments.
Planning scheme review usually takes the form of comprehensive research
examining both the merits of the strategic policies as well as the statutory
provisions. Wide ranging consultation is involved in the task.
Work associated with planning scheme amendments usually includes strategic
justification of the proposal as well as statutory documentation and
management of the process. The provision of expert evidence to independent
panels is often involved.
In more recent times Rob has been involved in projects that entail a review of
allied legislation as well as amendments to planning schemes. Recent relevant
projects have included the following:
Reviews of Victorian planning provisions and allied legislation
•! Activity Centre Zone construction and application in Footscray, Doncaster,
Knox and Sunshine
•! Tramway infrastructure and the VPP’s,
•! Higher density living adjacent to tramway corridors
•! Liquor Licensing legislation and planning provisions
•! Gaming (EGM) policy and provisions for Councils
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•! Review of the Farming and Green Wedge zones for their economic
implications
'

Planning scheme reviews
•!
•!
•!
•!

Shire of Surf Coast 2007
Shire of Wellington 2009 -10
Rural City of Horsham 2010
Borough of Queenscliff 2011- current

!
Organisation audits and process reviews
Rob has a long and established career providing reviews of planning documents,
teams and processes, particularly in a local government environment.
Trained as a LARP facilitator in 1990 as part of a Commonwealth Government
initiative his experience in this area commenced with the development of
planning and building specifications for tenders as part of Compulsory
Competitive tendering process and the coaching of bid teams.
Since then Rob has developed a specialisation in providing reviews and
recommendations to State and Local Government, which audit planning
schemes, the performance of planning teams and departments and
development approvals processes.
In the last 20 years he has worked with the majority of metropolitan councils and
many regional municipalities; he prepared the model audit process for the
Department of Sustainability and Environment in 2003 and recently provided a
facilitated program for the Department of Planning and Community
Development reviewing how it processes planning scheme amendments.
He has worked with Councils in Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia.
He uses a range of audit techniques, extensive consultation with users of the
processes and provides detailed strategies on necessary reforms.
His most recent work has been as a major contributor to the VicSmart program.
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Attachment
3! Plans for the previous development
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Attachment
4! Plans for the present development
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Attachment
5! Letter instructions
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